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1.0 Testing Overview

This document describes the testing process that will verify implementation of the CICS PAN modifications as specified in service request 16921. The modified CICS PAN screens will be tested for specific changes as defined in the service request.

2.0 CICS PAN Screens

2.1 Inbox Screen

Test 1: Select a reviewer whose notifications will fill up the Inbox screen with more than 99 pages. Verify that the page number (Page NNN of NNN) is correctly displayed.

2.2 Comments Entry Screen

Test 1: Enter ‘U’ on the Notification Priority field. Press the ‘Enter’ key. Verify that the ‘U’ value just entered is retained. Enter comments on the Comments field. Press PF5 to update. Go to the CICS Inbox screen and select the notification that contains the comments just entered. Verify on the Comments section of the Activity Review (Details) screen that the notification is marked Urgent.

2.3 Directory Screen

Test 1: Select (or set-up if none are found) three reviewers on the Directory table with the same last name but different first names. Enter the common last name on the Last Name search field. Press the ‘Enter’ key. Verify that no error message is displayed. Verify that the first entry displayed on the screen is the reviewer whose last name is an exact match to the last name entered on the Last Name search field and whose first name comes first alphabetically among the three reviewers set-up. Verify that the other two reviewers are displayed next in ascending order of their first names.

Test 2: On the Last Name search field, enter a string of characters that is a partial match to a last name on the Directory table. Press the ‘Enter’ key. Verify that the following message is displayed: ‘No exact match’. Verify that the first entry displayed on the screen is that of the last name that is a nearest match to the string of characters just entered on the Last Name search field.

Test 3: On the Last Name search field, enter a string of characters that is not a match (partial or otherwise) to any of the last names on the Directory table. Press the ‘Enter’ key. Verify that the following message is displayed: ‘No exact match’. Verify that the first entry displayed on the screen is that of the last name that is a nearest match to the string of characters just entered on the Last Name search field.